
	
	
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
 
LiquidAgents Healthcare Obtains Nurse Agency License from the Illinois Department of Labor 

Plano, Texas – August 7, 2006 – LiquidAgents Healthcare, a leading healthcare staffing and 

comprehensive workforce procurement agency, announces that it has officially obtained the Nurse 

Agency license from the Illinois Department of Labor. This license allows LiquidAgents to operate as 

a Nurse Agency in the state of Illinois. 

 

The certification follows the state of Illinois’ new Nurse Agency Licensing Act, which requires all 

staffing providers to obtain a license from the Illinois Department of Labor in order to establish, 

operate, maintain, or advertise as a nurse agency in the state of Illinois. The purpose of the Act is to 

protect the public's right to high quality health care by licensing and mandating standards of operation 

for nurse agencies which refer, employ, or assign registered nurses, licensed practical nurses or 

certified nurse aides to Illinois health care facilities. 

 

“LiquidAgents is committed to complying with each state’s rules and regulations, and this new license 

required in Illinois is no exception,” said Jenny Hanlon, Chief Financial Officer. “We want to do 

everything possible to ensure healthcare staffing procurement is fair for everyone involved.” 

 

The certification required a detailed application to be submitted along with a fee. Also required for 

submission were an operating agreement, articles of organization, an assumed name certificate, a 

certificate of authority to transact business in Illinois, a resume of prospective owners with over five 

percent stock, an employment application, proof of professional liability insurance, an inventory skills 

and clinical competence checklist, agency policies and procedures, and a supervising registered 

nurse license and verification printout. 

 

Agencies licensed by the Illinois Department of Labor must also comply with various regulations, 

listed in detail in the act’s compliance synopsis. 

 

About LiquidAgents Healthcare, LLC  

Contact: Mallory Hatten 
Marketing, Public Relations 
Phone: 972-543-5210 
Fax: 888-301-8444 
mhatten@liquidagents.com 
 



LiquidAgents Healthcare provides clinical staffing solutions to public and private healthcare facilities 

across the United States. The company has served healthcare facilities since 2003 by providing 

proven, experienced healthcare professionals, staffing flexibility, industry- leading credentialing 

methods, and dedicated customer support. Certified by the Joint Commission with their Gold Seal of 

Approval and voted by employees as a “Best Place to Work” multiple times, LiquidAgents Healthcare 

is a trusted name in healthcare staffing. 

LiquidAgents Healthcare is centrally located in Plano, Texas. For more information about 

LiquidAgents Healthcare visit www.liquidagents.com or call 1.888.301.9333.  
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